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This set provides the consumable Student Edition, Volume 1, which contains everything
students need to build conceptual understanding, application, and procedural skill and fluency
with math content organized to address CCSS. Students engage in learning with write-in text on
vocabulary support and homework pages, and real-world problem-solving investigations.

About the AuthorMcGraw-Hill authors represent the leading experts in their fields and are
dedicated to improving the lives, careers, and interests of readers worldwide
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Jennifer J, “Great for Young Students. These are colorful and engaging for young students. I am
tutoring a young student using these books, and am happy that they present one small bite at a
time and incorporate plenty of practice with problems presented in different ways.  Perfect!”

Devin, “Great Product. I am a Special Education, who was struggling to find a cohesive K-12
math program. For the most part, this Glencoe My Math program is amazing. I use a lot of self
motivated learning practices in my classroom, and require my students to work independently.
The examples and worksheets are very clear, and meet with the General Common Core
alignment. I know they have different workbooks for states that don't follow the General Common
Core.”

grace_grace, “Fast communications and great customer service. Ordered to help continue
remote schooling and prepare for 4th grade concepts. Super fast communication from seller and
excellent customer service. Recommend to buy without hesitation once you find the product that
you need!”

Brandy, “Excellent condition!!!. Exactly what we needed. If he forgets his pages at school, no
worries we have the book at home and we can go into all the concepts he learned in class. Very
happy with the product. The book was in excellent condition and was delivered quickly!”

Franniefoot, “Great help and service. Husband is a math tutor for a local grammer school. He
needed his own set of books to use. They arrived quickly and are the exact book the school is
using.”

JoeA, “Helpful extra book to have at home.. Fast delivery. New book, which is important because
it is a book/workbook format.”

Cyclist, “It is nice to have a hard copy just in case we .... Exactly what it was supposed to be. It is
nice to have a hard copy just in case we cannot connect to the internet to access the mobile
version.”

The book by Tony Abbott has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 195 people have provided feedback.
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